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Easy Peasy Blogging Checklist 
 
That blank white page and blinking cursor may seem like it’s taunting you to write your blog post, 
but it doesn’t have to.  
 
Really, blogging is all about outlining, plotting, and expanding your thoughts. That’s not so hard, 
especially when you have an easy peasy blogging checklist guiding you so you don’t miss all the 
elements that will make your blog POP!   
 
 
Blog Outline Checklist 
Always start with an outline. It takes the power away from that blinking cursor. In building your 
outline, jot down: 
 

� Topic and its purpose 
§ Why is this topic of interest to your readers? 

� Your stance on the topic  
§ E.g. supportive, argumentative, neutral, purely educational, etc. 

� Primary guiding key message  
§ Key messages are part of your brand’s voice foundation and act as the behind-

the-scenes beliefs guiding in your writing 
� 3 – 5 main points that support your topic and purpose 
� Any reference material you want cited, including the website link 

§  This is crucial if you are commenting on another person’s writing or video 
� Specific action you want reader to take 

§ Often referred to as a Call to Action, or CTA 
§ E.g. share blog, comment, contact company, take advantage of a free offer, etc. 

� Primary feeling / emotional response you want the reader to have 
� Image of support 

§ What type of image will visually support the topic and purpose? 
 

One you’ve captured these items, you can begin plotting the flow of your blog, expanding upon 
each point along the way. All expanded, you then edit and weave your thoughts together. 
 
By ensuring you have identified each of these items, your blog will not only be aligned with your 
voice and greater brand strategy, but actually connect with your readers! 
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Blogging Calendar Resources 
 
Over and above the actual writing of the blog is planning when you’re writing and posting. Check 
out the below resources to help you understand how to start building your consistent blogging 
calendar.  
 

� Develop a Blogging Calendar  
� Unplanned Blogging – What Are You Doing to Your Company’s Image? 

 
 
Topics are Everywhere 
Thanks for the outline, but what the heck am I to write about?! 
 
If you are ever running into a topic block, the following ideas often spur on ideas for what you 
can write about: 
 

� Ask your clients what they would be interested in learning about 
� Answering a lot of the same questions? Answer them in your blog! 
� Use a blog topic generator, such as Hubspot’s Blog Topic Generator 
� Speak to any topics that suit the time of year you are in  

§ E.g. if are a promotional company and Christmas is a big time for you, let your 
readers know when they should be ordering their products, such as September or 
October. 

� Look at what other industry leaders are writing on and develop a blog that comments on 
the article they wrote – whether you support or disagree 

� Revisit an old blog post of yours and see if there are any new industry revelations that 
you can speak to 

 
Easy Peasy Blogging Starts Now 
And just like that, you have a short little checklist to help you start writing your blog! 
 
 
Happy blogging! 
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